Introduction
Let9>(u) be an arbitrary characteristic function. The function defined by
In this note we oonsider the application of the transformation (1.1) to logarithms of infinitely divisible characteristic functions <p(u). The function jr( u) defined by is also an infinitely divisible characteristic function Q3J. Characteristic functions of the form (1.2) will be said to belong to the class Up. When p = 1 in (1,2) we get the class = U; which has been investigated in []l]]» [53« Certain properties of the class Up (p>1) have been established in [2J. Below we use the results of QlJ in order to establish the Levy canonical representation of y(u), (p = 1,2,...).
Canonical representations
"!e shall ut;-the following lemmas and theorems. 
Integrating by parts in (2.8), we get
The last expression is derived from Lemma 2 and the fact that L{u,x)x"" p~2 is bounded for |uf«T as x -0 with T>0.
Lety ( [p,lj we can write
• 1 3T( u) = exp • p J log g> (uy)y p_1 dy (2.13) n-+oo i-\ /j Prom (2.13) it is easy to see that the class L of selfdecomposable characteristic functions, tha class U and "She disss of stable characteristic functions are preserved under the transformation (1.2).
